The multiplicative fragment of second order propositional linear logic is shown to be undecidable.
Introduction
Decision problems for propositional (quanti er-free) linear logic were rst studied by Lincoln et al. LMSS] .
In referring to linear logic fragments, let M stand for multiplicatives, A for additives, E for exponentials (or modalities), 1 for rst order quanti ers, 2 for second order propositional quanti ers, and I for \intuitionistic" version.
In LMSS] it was shown that full propositional linear logic is undecidable and that MALL is PSPACEcomplete. The main problems left open in LMSS] were the NP-completeness of MLL, the decidability of MELL, and the decidability of various fragments of propositional linear logic without exponentials but extended with second order propositional quanti ers. The decision problem for MELL is still open, but almost all the other problems have been solved:
The NP-completeness of MLL has been obtained by Kanovich K1] . Moreover, Lincoln and Winkler LW] have established that MLL without proper atoms is already NP-complete. MALL1 with function symbols is NEXPTIME-complete: the hardness has been obtained by Lincoln and Scedrov LSv] and the membership, and hence completeness, by Lincoln and Shankar LSr] .
The undecidability of MLL12 and MALL12 with function symbols has been proved by Amiot A] . Lincoln et al. LSS] have recently showed the undecidability of IMLL2 and IMALL2, and the undecidability of MLL12 and MALL12 without function symbols. Lafont Lt] In LSS] a simple encoding of second order propositional intuitionistic logic in IMLL2 is described, which uses the formula 8 : ( ? ) to encode the structural rule of contraction. This encoding does not yield the undecidability in the classical case. Instead, a weaker formula 8 : ( & 1 ? ) is used in Lt]. The additive formula & 1 serves as an approximation of the exponential ! in an encoding of register machines in propositional linear logic, which comes from K2] and essentially goes back to LMSS].
In Lt] the faithfulness of the encoding is obtained as an application of the soundness theorem for the phase semantics of linear logic G1, G2] . The present argument follows a similar pattern. However, the formula & 1 is replaced by a multiplicative approximation ( ? 1) and a new encoding of register machines is presented in order to avoid the use of additives in the encoding of the zero-test instruction.
The rst two sections of this paper recall the syntax and semantics of second order multiplicative linear logic. For more information, we refer to G1, G2, Sv1, Sv2] . ; which means that is satis ed. Q.e.d.
Note that the second condition is automatically satis ed if M is a free commutative monoid.
4 Two-counter machines Since is only de ned for i 2 1; m], the machine stops when i = 0. One says that a con guration (i; p; q) is accepted by the machine if, starting from (i; p; q), the machine eventually stops on (0; 0; 0). Theorem 2 (Lambek Lk], Minsky M] ) There is a deterministic two-counter machine for which the set of accepted con gurations is not recursive.
In the following sections, such a machine is used to show that both IMLL2 and MLL2 are undecidable. 
Encoding two-counter machines

Faithfulness of the encoding
In order to show that the above encoding is faithful, consider the free commutative monoid M generated by the atoms a; c 0 ; c 1 ; : : :; c m ; d; e; f; g and by the in nite families (d n ), (e n ), (f n ), (g n ), all indexed by N. The structure of phase space is given by ? = fc i f p g q ; (i; p; q) is accepted by the machineg fdd n a n ; n 2 Ng fee n a n ; n 2 Ng fff n d n+p e n+q a 3n+p+q ; n; p; q 2 Ng fgg n d n+p e n+q a 3n+p+q ; n; p; q 2 Ng:
The interpretation is de ned by a = fag ??
; c i = fc i g ??
; d = fdg ? = fd n a n ; n 2 Ng; e = feg ? = fe n a n ; n 2 Ng; f = ffg ? = ff n d n+p e n+q a 3n+p+q ; n; p; q 2 Ng; g = fgg ?
= fg n d n+p e n+q a 3n+p+q ; n; p; q 2 Ng:
Note that the singleton fa n g = fdd n g ? is a fact for any n 2 N. In particular, f1g = fa 0 g is a fact and 1 = ? ? = f1g, so that is satis ed by lemma 2. Lemma 3 Let X M. If X is of the form fa n g, then ' X = ff n g and X = fg n g, else ' X = X = M. Proof. Let us discuss ' X ; the case of X is similar. By de nition of the interpretation, one has ' X = X 3 (X ? d )(X ? e ) ? f : If x 2 M, the fact x ? d is fd n+p a p ; p 2 Ng if x is of the form a n , fa n g if x is of the form d n+p a p , ; otherwise.
Similarly, the fact x ? e is fe n+p a p ; p 2 Ng if x is of the form a n , fa n g if x is of the form e n+p a p , ; otherwise. Note that x ? d or x ? e is empty if x is not of the form a n . Since the a n ? d are pairwise disjoint, it follows easily that for any X M, the set X 3 (X ? d )(X ? e ) is fd n+p e n+q a 3n+p+q ; p; q 2 Ng if X is of the form fa n g, ; otherwise. Assume that X is of the form fa n g. Clearly, ? has been de ned in such a way that f n 2 ' X . Conversely, if z 2 ' X , then yz 2 f for any y 2 X 3 (X ? d )(X ? e ), in particular for y = d n e n a 3n . This is only possible if z is of the form f r a s , in which case yz = f r d n e n a 3n+s and there are p; q 2 N such that n = r + p; n = r + q; 3n + s = 3r + p + q:
This gives p = q = ?s, so that p = q = s = 0 and r = n, which means that z = f n . Hence ' X = ff n g. ; which means that A is satis ed. The three other cases are similar. In fact, a stronger property is needed to prove the theorem, namely that #A, and not only A, is satis ed for every A in . Let us say that a formula A, which encodes some transition of the machine, is relevant if this transition occurs in at least one accepting computation. It is easy to see that, if A is relevant, then A = f1g = 1 so that #A is satis ed. Otherwise, A = M and #A is not satis ed. Nothing ensures that all the formulas of are relevant, but this problem can be solved easily in either of the following ways:
1. One can remove the irrelevant formulas from without loosing the fact that 2 ; # ; c i ; ' a p ]; a q ]`! is provable whenever the con guration (i; p; q) is accepted.
2. Without changing , one can introduce extra generators f , g , and put all c i f p g and all c i f g q in ?.
It follows that (c i ' X ) ? = fg q ; (i; p; q) is acceptedg fg g 6 = ; whenever X is of the form fa p g. This property and its analogue for X ensure that A = 1 (so that #A is satis ed by the new model) for every A in .
In order to complete the proof of theorem 3, assume that 2 ; # ; c i ; ' a p ]; a q ]`! is provable in MLL2. Lemma 3 gives f p 2 ' a p ] , g q 2 a q ] , and ! = fc 0 f 0 g 0 g ?? = f1g ? = ?. Since and all formulas of # are satis ed, one gets c i f p g q 2 c i ' a p ] a q ] ! = ?, which means that the con guration (i; p; q) is accepted.
Note that, in theorem 3, IMLL2 and MLL2 can be replaced by IMALL2 and MALL2. Since the phase semantics interprets the additives, the proof is exactly the same. Therefore one gets for free the undecidability of the four fragments, although the problem remained open only for MLL2.
Discussion
We do not claim that our encoding is the simplest possible one. In fact, the formulas ' ] and ] have been constructed in such a way that lemma 3 holds, but it may happen that theorem 3 holds with simpler formulas. In any case, ' ] and ] cannot be too simple. For instance, the trivial encoding given by ' ] = ] = does not work for an obvious reason: it mixes up the counters. Of course, one can try to encode (i; p; q) by c i a p b q , using distinct atoms for the counters, but then the formula c i ' 1] ? c k ' 1] is equivalent to c i ? c k , which entails c i a p b q ? c k a p b q for any p; q 2 N. This means that, if (i) = (?; 1; j; k), the transition (i; p; q) ! (k; p; q) can be simulated even when p 6 = 0. In other words, the encoding of the 0-test is not faithful. For that precise reason, additives were needed in LMSS, K2, Lt] . In A, the variable stands for an arbitrary formula, not necessarily of the form a n . For instance, A entails c i (f ? f) ? c j (a f ? f). Using this, it is easy to prove A; B`c i f ? c k (a ? f), which means that the incorrect transition (i; 0; q) ! (k; 1; q) can be simulated. In fact, there is another di culty related to the use of # in the encoding. Assume indeed that the machine has the following transition: (i; p+1; q) ! (i; p; q) for any p; q 2 N: This transition is encoded by A = 8 : (c i (a ? f) ? c i ( ? f)). Since occurs negatively in ' ], one proves a`A and then #A`A (a ? 1). Using this, it is possible to simulate an incorrect transition.
